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About Kachemak Heritage Land Trust
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• “The question that must be addressed, therefore, is not how to care for the planet, but how to care for 
each of the planet’s millions of human and natural neighborhoods, each of its millions of small pieces 
and parcels of land, each one of which is in some precious way different from all the others. Our 
understandable wish to preserve the planet must somehow be reduced to the scale of our 
competence—that is, to the wish to preserve all of its humble households and neighborhoods.” --
Wendell Berry

• Founded in 1989

• Mission to conserve the natural landscape and beauty of the Kenai Peninsula for future generations.

• KHLT’s first conservation easement was acquired in 1991.

• Now protect 3,898.09 acres through 28 conservation easements totaling 2,496.59 acres and 18 fee-
owned preserves totaling 1,401.5 acres.

• 6 staff (2 FT Stewardship Staff)

Alaska’s First Land Trust



About The Land Trust for Tennessee
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• Founded in 1999

• Protected 133,000 acres across 75 counties

• Completed 435 projects, mostly donated conservation easements

• Statewide with offices in Nashville and Chattanooga

• 22 staff including 4.5 FTE stewardship staff

Mission: To conserve the unique character of Tennessee’s natural 
and historic landscapes and sites for future generations. 



What Will Be Covered Today
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• Typical problems in older easements, including:
• Old language (different from current, too vague, too specific, unclear)
• Changed circumstances
• Bad documentation
• Successor owners

• Strategies to deal with older easements, including:
• Building Stronger landowner relationships
• Discretionary Approvals
• Amendments
• When to head down path toward litigation

• Examples and case studies



Tips for Managing an Aging Portfolio
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• Determine the age of your conservation easements in relation to the original grantor. 
• KHLT has 28 CEs and half are 10-29 years old.
• LTTN has 400 CEs and 215 are over 10 years old. 

• Determine the average number of years when your conservation easements change 
ownership.
• KHLT’s average number of years until the first change in ownership is 13 years. 
• KHLT’s average ownership age is 9 years.

• Be proactive with existing landowners to let them know how important it is to let the land 
trust know when the land is changing ownership.

• Be open to talking with realtors and potential buyers (warning– time suck)



Common Problems In Older Conservation Easements
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• Language Differs from Current Template and/or Current Practice



Common Problems In Older Conservation Easements
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• Broad prohibited language that prevents uses and improvements needed for use 
and maintenance of the property and perhaps protection of conservation values



Common Problems In Older Conservation Easements
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• Language is vague or ambiguous and not as carefully drafted as current template



Common Problems In Older Conservation Easements
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• Language is overly detailed and doesn’t provide needed flexibility



Common Problems In Older Conservation Easements
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• Easement is missing critical language that protects The Land Trust

• Enforcement provisions

• Cost Recovery

• Indemnification Language

• Notice and Approval



Common Problems In Older Conservation Easements
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• Intent of drafter is unclear or language does not make sense



Common Problems In Older Conservation Easements
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• Poor Documentation and Old Technology

• Lack of technology- GPS/GIS

• Bad Imagery of maps or exhibits

• Old legal descriptions

• Missing information

• Bad photography

• Incorrect, incomplete, or sloppy baseline document
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Example of Problematic Documentation
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Example of Problematic Documentation

• BDR shows 18 in one place, 20 in another: both different than Exhibit B (23)!



Common Problems in Older Conservation Easements
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• Changed circumstances (ex. Climate change) makes aspect of easement infeasible 
(ex. Building envelopes, allowed uses)

• Example:
• old home/building envelope washed away in historic 2010 flood



Which of these have you encountered?

Anything else?
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Possible Solutions to Common Problems
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• Build strong landowner relationships

• Especially with successor owners

• Try to meet with realtor and potential or new buyers right away



Information for new landowners:

• Welcome Letter
• Aerial image that shows 

easement boundaries
• Stewardship Packet
• “When to Contact Us” Page
• Copy of CE and any recorded 

documents
• Latest LTTN newsletter
• LTTN Swag
• LTTN Magnet
• Business card
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Possible Solutions to Common Problems
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• Easement Interpretations

• Advantages:

• Doesn’t require an amendment or recorded document, 

• Resolves immediate conflict by clarifying language

• Will have records to use in the future if issue comes up again

• Disadvantages:

• Can’t be used to change the easement language

• Other landowners may want similar interpretations

• May be only a temporary fix

• What format--Letter? Email? Announce publicly? Other?



LTTN Sample Interpretation Letter
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KHLT Example
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Remember this problematic clause?



KHLT Example
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Possible Solutions to Common Problems
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• Create Updated Documentation

• Current Condition Reports: Re-document the property as needed

• Updated photos

• Updated Maps

• Ask landowner to sign acknowledgment

• Use Technology Tools

• Google Earth/ Time Lapse

• Lidar data

• GPS in the field
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Possible Solutions to Common Problems
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• Standard and Discretionary Approvals

• Where easement provides for land trust approval of a particular use or improvement

• Where CE is silent on a particular use or improvement.

• A Land Trust should have written procedures for guiding decision-making when using 
discretionary approvals. (Standard 11F2)



Example Discretionary Approval
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KHLT used discretionary approval to address a settlement agreement as it pertains to these clauses.



Example Discretionary Approval
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KHLT used discretionary approval to address a settlement agreement as it pertains to these 
clauses 4(h) in previous slide.



Possible Solutions to Common Problems
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• Amendments

• A change to the easement that is in a stand-alone document that will be considered 
with the original conservation easement. 

• Advantages and disadvantages

• Simple amendments can be a good way to build landowner relations and clarify 
language



Possible Solutions to Common Problems
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• Amendment and Restatement

• Full restatement of conservation easement

• Useful when there are multiple issues that need to be addressed. 

• Use as an opportunity to bring easement in line with land trust’s current template



Possible Solutions to Common Problems
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• Amendments- Important Considerations

• Clear policy and procedure in place to share with landowner

• Let landowner know of the risks to them and land trust

• Think about what else you might want to modify or update

• Update language to reflect current template?

• Clarify ambiguous terms that have resulted in challenges?

• Document Decision-Making

• No impermissible private benefit

• Consider hiring appraiser or other third-party expert

• No harm to conservation values



KHLT and Amendments
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• KHLT has overseen 11 amendments, 2 amended and restated conservation easements, 
and 2 corrections. All clarified easement language. 

• Five easements were amended to remove 15 acres of development areas.

• Four easements were amended, and 1 easement was amended and restated to add a 
total of approximately 219.762 acres of additional protected land.

• All amendments increased the conservation values of the property

• Upon the completion of KHLT’s 2019 reaccreditation, KHLT was commended by the Land 
Trust Accreditation Commission for its creation of the Anchor River Salmon Conservation 
Area and for its Amendment Analysis form which has been shared with the LTA digital 
library.



LTTN and Amendments
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• LTTN has completed 21 amendments between 2007-2022.

• 11 easements were amended to add acreage (total of 685 acres)

• 2 to correct an error

• 3 to modify language for public ownership

• 3 added restrictions to better protect conservation values

• 2 modified terms and reduced development areas/home sites

• LTTN has not completed an amended and restated easement but has some candidates! 



Possible Solutions to Common Problems
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• Litigation

• File Claim with Terrafirma (hopefully you have already done this before you get to this 
point!)

• Last Resort Option

• Antiquated easements lead to disagreements, which can lead to litigation. 

• Goal is to use the approaches described above to avoid litigation, which is costly, 
time consuming, and a drain on everyone’s mental energy.

• Litigation can lead to settlement that resolves ambiguity or clarifies what can and 
cannot be done on the Property.
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KHLT Case Study

Old easement language can be time consuming 
and lead to violations
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KHLT Case Study

Remember this language?
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• Violation of this clause, and after numerous attempts to resolve the issue, KHLT went to court with 
the landowner in 2016.

• In 2017 KHLT’s stewardship staff worked over 450 hours to try to resolve the violations. (Note 
this did not include ED, Board or legal time.)

• In 2018 a settlement agreement was signed, and the parties had five meetings to discuss survey, 
baseline inventories, cost sharing, and possible amendments.

• KHLT proposed an amendment that could help clarify the language in problematic clause 4(h) 
and other clauses. Landowners chose not to amend.

• In 2021, KHLT stewardship staff spent a total of 220.5 hours on this CE (compares to the 631 total 
combined hours KHLT has spent on managing its other 27 CEs).

• KHLT requested that the landowners reconsider amending the CE based on the information 
provided in the annual monitoring. 

• Follow up letter was14 pages long and included 431 pages of attachments.

• Identified 18 ongoing projects and other concerns taking place on the property.

• KHLT used discretionary approval to attempt to resolve the final term of the 2018 settlement 
agreement.
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Proposed Amendment Language

(iii) Each Homesite Area may contain only one (1) Residence, which Residence 
is limited to three (3) stories above Grade Level; 

(iv) Each Homesite Area is limited to a 4000 square feet Footprint and 9000 
square feet of Usable Floor Space for the Residence and Associated 
Outbuildings (other than Site Improvements) contained therein; 

(v) Other Improvements within each Homesite Area are limited to two (2) stories 
above Grade Level; provided, however, that Improvements for generating 
Renewable Energy may exceed the two (2) story Height limitation if Grantee, 
without any obligation to do so, approves after Review.

(vi) Associated Outbuildings and non-building Improvements within each 
Homesite Area shall be confined to the area within two hundred and fifty (250) 
feet of the center point of each Homesite Area, as such center point is described 
in Exhibit E attached hereto and incorporation herein by this reference 
(“Homesite Area Center Points”)
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LTTN Case Study

Working with Old Easement Language during 
Property Transfer
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LTTN Case Study

• Donated conservation easement in 2002

• Property located in affluent suburban area of Nashville

• Still owned by original Grantor

• Landowner also an insider to LTTN (“substantial contributor”)

• Property is listed for sale for $10 million in fall of 2020

• Easement included several problematic sections, including:

• Confusing and overly specific building rights language

• No identified building envelopes

• Limited approval rights for LTTN

• Poor documentation in baseline
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• Landowner and listing agent ask for interpretation of several clauses

• LTTN provides via email and then in letter form

• LTTN and landowner explore possible amended and restated easement

• LTTN meets with potential buyer and their attorney on site

• Potential buyer’s attorney then sends MOU for us to sign/record

• LTTN declines to sign MOU because it crosses line into amendment

• LTTN’s outside counsel suggests Estoppel and Adoption agreement

• Buyers counsel rejects

• LTTN suggests First Exercise of Reserved Right to establish specific building areas and clarify 
permitted sizes

• Buyer’s counsel redlines entire agreement (taking it back to first MOU draft)

• LTTN declines to provide any further documentation

• Property closes anyway! 
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Lessons Learned

• Huge Time Suck

• Lots of staff time and $$$
• Involved CEO, VP, Director of Stewardship, General Counsel and 

Outside Counsel
• Also kept Board up to date

• Challenge of insider/major donor

• LTTN stuck to policies and procedures despite pressure

• LTTN was as creative as possible with solutions before saying no
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Questions?
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Contact Us

Tamara Galanter
Galanter@smwlaw.com

415-552-7272

Joel Cooper
joel@kachemaklandtrust.org

907-235-5331

Emily Parish
eparish@landtrusttn.org

615-244-5263

mailto:Galanter@smwlaw.com
mailto:joel@kachemaklandtrust.org
mailto:eparish@landtrusttn.org


Thank you for attending 
this Rally session!

You feedback is important! Please take a 
few moments to complete a session 

evaluation on the Rally App by navigating 
to the session you are in and finding the 

"clipboard" icon on the left.
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